Name and Surname .............................................  id.no..........................................

My present options are:

‘A’ level……………… Grp no……… Intermediate……………… Grp no………….

‘A’ level……………… Grp no……… Intermediate……………… Grp no………

Intermediate……………… Grp no………

Systems of Knowledge Grp no………

I would like to change to the following:

‘A’ level……………… Intermediate………………

‘A’ level……………… Intermediate………………

Intermediate……………… ...

Systems of Knowledge

Please note:

- It is strongly recommended that you consult a Guidance officer before making a final decision.
- It is your responsibility to ensure that you have chosen at least one subject from each of Groups 1, 2 and 3 and that the new choice of subjects satisfies the MATSEC certification requirements.
- Not more than two of Accounting, Economics and Marketing may be chosen.
- Environmental Science is only offered at Intermediate level and may not be taken with Biology, Chemistry or Physics.
- Computing may not be taken with Information Technology.
- Engineering Drawing may not be taken with Graphical Communication.
- Your time slots and group numbers are subject to change in your new time-table.
- Application for change of option does not mean that approval is automatic and is subject to administrative constraints and approval by the respective subject Coordinator/s.
- An Administration fee of €12 is applicable if application is accepted.

Student’s signature.............................................  Date.........................

For Office use only:

Signature.............................................  Date.........................